
Scientific Evolutionary Writing 

TEACHERS

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Writing and rewriting to improve your text

Workshop of

All scientific research involves attempts to resolve a mystery, overcome an obstacle or solve a problem. This circum-
stance gives to scientific papers a formidable narrative potential. However, most scientific papers lack basic storytelling 
mechanisms, reducing in this way their potential audience. The idea of the Scientific Evolutionary Writing (SEW) Work-
shop comes precisely from acknowledging the intrinsic limitation every scientific paper can suffer. The starting point is 
the assumption that writing is an evolutionary process. By writing and rewriting, authors create variants (mutations), 
merge different sections (horizontal transfer), select the preferred version (selection), and, after a certain number of ver-
sions (generations), they converge to the final text (fixation). Tracking this complex process is far from being trivial, and 
no systematic tools focused so far on microscopic monitoring of the process of writing. This workshop aims at filling this
gap by exploring storytelling techniques and how they can be used in scientific papers while maintaining the world’s top 
journals’ scientific rigour. Participants will be guided through an evolutionary process of creation to rewrite and polish 
their text in a way that significantly increases its quality. A dedicated monitoring tool (WeWrite) will follow the whole pro-
cess, allowing for deep insight into creativity mechanisms.

– 4 full days of workshop
– you are willing to actively engage in the workshop and are
interested in writing something on a scientific matter
– you use your own laptop
– you agree to release the rights for use of your whole
production at the workshop to INSERM and Sony CSL for
scientific purposes only; you will keep the intellectualscientific purposes only; you will keep the intellectual
property rights on your creations
– the whole writing process will be fully monitored to gather
relevant data for the scientific investigation of the
evolutionary dynamics underlying the writing process
-- participants must come prepared to write an article or paper on 
a scientific topic of their choosing. There will be dedicated writ-
ing time during the workshop

MARCH 1-4 2021 
Online using our Big Blue Button platform

Cost: free (numbers limited to the first 30 applicants)
Register at: http://sew-workshop.org/sew4_online_2021/


